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1. Introduction 
On October 4th, 2003 in Warsaw there took place the first pilot course called ”First steps”, 

which was led by Marina Phlips Robben and Rafael Pich. This day can be regarded as the 

beginning of the Family Enrichment activities in Poland and we’ve just passed 10 full years 

from that day. 

This 10th anniversary is a good point for rethink ing the whole time again and summarizing it. 

And that is the very purpose of this report. First we briefly present our roots : the IFFD 

federation and its activities, then the history of Family Enrichment in Poland, our international 

activities as well as other initiatives that have been created within its orbit.  

This report is also a form of commemorating and thank ing to all those who have contributed to 

the Family Enrichment’s creation in Poland and its development up to now. It is impossible to 

name all these people here, but it is my duty to remind that everything here is a voluntary work  

of group leaders, case moderators and members of steering committees. 

When we think  about our achievements so far, many thoughts come to my mind. On one hand, 

one may be proud on so many things that had been done: how fast the Family Enrichment 

movement has expanded, how many courses there have been in Poland, how we helped other 

countries and how many other initiatives have been founded… On the other hand, however, I 

do realize that all these are just a drop in the ocean of needs. During these 10 years there 

have been 1 500 couples who attended the courses. This is a lot, and yet this is very little, 

comparing to the size of Poland. So, there’s still much work  to be done in front of us! 

 

Janusz Wardak  

CEO of the Family Enrichment in Poland 
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2. Family Enrichment movement and IFFD 
Family Enrichment in Poland is a part of IFFD (International Federation for Family 

Development) which is a world-wide federation, currently active in 63 countries on 5 continents.  

The first Family Enrichment courses were started in mid-sixties. Then the first parents’ support 

courses were created, which were based on the case-study methodology. The people involved 

in creation of the Family Enrichments, such as Rafael Pich, have got acquainted with the case 

study method during creation of IESE Business School in Barcelona that has been using this 

method. The method itself has been widely known at the MBA courses and is based on 

studying, discussing and deriving conclusions from real-life stories, in this case: short stories 

on family life. After more than 30 years of experience, in 1998 the International Federation for 

Family Development (IFFD) was formed, with Spain as its’ central point as well as the place 

where the first courses had taken place. 

The basic mission of IFFD is to give support to parents in bringing up their children and help 

them develop full capabilities as the first and most important educators of their own kids. Other 

goals of IFFD include: supporting expertise and knowledge on family life on local and 

international levels, promoting research and organization of world-wide congresses focused on 

family needs, so that to present these needs to various social partners.  

In order to successfully educate the children, it is not enough to have good intentions; it is 

important to know how to do it. Just like men and women get trained for further career 

development, so they also need such training as parents. This training must engage both 

parents and must be permanent, so that they are ever prepared for specific needs of a 

particular development phase of the child. 

Currently the IFFD has a Consultant status at the United Nations and its’ delegates participate 

in the UN meetings. 
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2.1. Family Enrichment courses 

The Family Enrichment currently offers six courses directed towards parents of children at 

specific age range: 

 First Steps – the course for the parents of children at 0 to 3 

 First Discussions – the course for the parents of children at 4 to 5 

 First Letters – the course for the parents of children at 6 to 7 

 First Decisions – the course for the parents of children at 8 to 11 

 Pre-adolescence – the course for the parents of children at 11 to 14 

 Adolescence – the course for the parents of children at 14 to 18 

There are two other courses offered, which focus on supporting communication and marital 

relationship: 

 Marital Love I – for just married and those married for less than 5 years 

 Marital Love II – for couples married for more than 5 years 

Additionally, IFFD offers the training courses for other family members:  

 Personal Project – for young people aged 25-35 

 Grandparents – for active grandparents 

 

 

Photo: Participants of the “First Steps” course in Hong-Kong 
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2.2. IFFD in numbers 

 

IFFD member countries in the world, including new countries that joined in 2011 and 2012.  

IFDD IN 2012 IN NUMBERS: 

 66 countries 

 1.610 moderators 

 593 courses 

 19.496 participants 

 41.237 kms driven by the moderators 
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3. Ten Years of Family Enrichment in Poland 

3.1. A seminar in Paris 

When Magda and Marek Szewczyk together with Anna and Janusz Wardak set off for a 

seminar in Paris at the beginning of May, 2003, they had no slightest idea that this is the first 

step in a journey that would change not only their lives, but also the lives of many couples and 

families in Poland. It is in Paris where they met the persons that would play important roles in 

this project. One of them was an elderly, tall and very energetic man from Barcelona, named 

Rafael Pich. 

 

Photo: Polish delegates during the meeting in Paris. 

The Polish participants came back strongly impressed by people who treated the family life 

issues very seriously and had great experience in this area. We haven’t yet thought on how to 

put all these ideas into practice – says Janusz Wardak. – It was an interesting experience, but 

then we had to come back to everyday life. However, in July 2003 the first meeting of the 

Family Enrichment founders in Poland took place. During that meeting we planned to start 

running the courses in Poland. 

Three couples took the responsibility for the new project: Katarzyna and Rafał Waszkiewicz, 

Anna and Łukasz Hardt and, of course, Anna and Janusz Wardak. It was Łukasz Hardt who 
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invented the Polish name “Akademia Familijina” – and that name was gladly accepted by the 

others. 
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3.2. "The First Steps” – a pilot course 

The idea appeared to create as soon as possible a pilot course for “The First Steps”. This 

course was led by three experts: Marina Phlips (Belgium), Markus Schwartz (Austria) and 

Rafael Pich (Spain). This course lasted three weekends: October 4-5 (Rafael, Marina), 

November 8-9 (Markus, Rafael) and December 6-7 (Marina, Markus). 

In Autumn 2003 I was informed that the Family Enrichment courses for parents are about to 

start and that these courses will be led by moderators from Spain, Belgium and Austria – says 

Marta Kuca, an experienced group leader in the Family Enrichment. – I remember one of the 

meetings that took place in Warsaw. Everything was very interesting for us: the case study 

method itself, style of leading the courses and last but not least – the approach towards family: 

full of enthusiasm, good humour, look ing for common ideas and living everyday family life in 

practice. 

There were 19 couples participating in that course, forming later the first group of Polish 

moderators and leaders. Among them there were 2 couples from Lithuania who started off the 

courses in that country. 

The following people attended this course: 
1. Agnieszka and Rafał Blankiewicz, Warszawa 

2. Anita and Leszek Bucior, Warszawa 
3. Katarzyna and Waldemar Dobrzyński, Warszawa 
4. Ewa and Zbigniew Korba, Warszawa 

5. Marta and Paweł Kuca, Warszawa 
6. Anna and Kazimierz Murawski, Warszawa 
7. Jolanta and Arkadiusz Siwko, Warszawa 

8. Katarzyna and Rafał Waszkiewicz, Warszawa 
9. Anna and Janusz Wardak, Warszawa 
10. Anna and Zbigniew Wójcik, Warszawa 

11. Agnieszka and Radek Waszkiewicz, Warszawa 
12. Basia and Krzysztof Zielke, Warszawa 
13. Sylwia and Radosław Romańczuk, Szczecin 

14. Ewa and Jarosław Jasiczek, Szczecin 
15. Wioletta and Radek Koszewski, Gdańsk 
16. Inga and Paulius Gebrauskas, Wilno 

17. Kristina and Saulius Visockas, Wilno 
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Photo. Rafael Pich during the pilot course „First steps” in Warsaw 

 
 
 

 
 
Photo: The participants of the pilot course “First Steps” in 2003. 
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3.3. Rafael Pich in Poland 

We were all very much moved by the personality of Rafael who was very dynamic, especially 

as for his age – says Janusz Wardak. Rafael was 75 at that time and immediately has been 

recognized as a heavy worker, and very much happy about it. – When he was coming to 

Poland, he would get into a car at the airport and start to attend the meetings: first with me, 

then with the Steering Committee. He would go to bed at 11 p.m. and he was up and fresh 

early next morning. After all the courses I offered to take him for a short trip around Warsaw. 

He disagreed and told me that he hadn’t come over here for a trip, but to lead the courses. 

“Now you sit down with me – he said – and you will tell me, what you’re going to do next, how 

we work  with the Steering Committee and how we’re going to start the courses”. 

We treated Rafael like a father – the founder of the Family Enrichment initiative – says Janusz 

Wardak – I think  that other experts coming to train us were very much aware that he would be 

the one to transfer to us all the organizational aspects of the courses and that’s why they 

focused solely on the courses. Rafael was in charge of everything: he told us how to organize 

the Steering Committee, how to look for the moderators… He was also sure that we should 

launch the Family Enrichment courses not only in Warsaw – where we knew many people – 

but also in other towns in Poland. And this really happened! Rafael was very active not only 

during the founding time, but also later: he would call me for at least 2 next years, late in the 

evening and asked questions: how about your leaders, how are the moderators, how many 

courses do you already have? 

A small group of leaders and moderators that was just about to start the courses in Poland was 

very much astonished at the Rafael’s visions of international expansion, especially to the East. 

After some years, this dream came true. Polish Family Enrichment has gone to Slovakia, 

Czech Republic, Russia and Kazakhstan. We have also given our support to the courses in 

Finland and Ireland as well as helped in revitalizing the Family Enrichment courses in 

Germany. 

Janusz Wardak recalls: I think  that Poland had some k ind of a special meaning to Rafael, 

probably because of John Paul II. Perhaps he presumed that since the Pope had come from 

this land and had been able to achieve so much, so Family Enrichment would also do just as 

well. 

It is worth noting that Rafael Pich, being a supernumerary of Opus Dei, was very well 

acquainted with the teachings of St Josemaría Escriva de Balaguer for whom a family and its 

sanctification was one of the chief topics. St Josemaría used to say that “we should sink the 
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evil in the overabundance of good” and the Family Enrichments is one of the fruits of this 

spiritual pulse. No doubt that the development of Family Enrichment in many countries as well 

as in Poland has received support and found its background in the formation work of Opus Dei.  

 

3.4. Organizational changes 

Due to large travelling distance between the first couples that formed the Steering Committee 

of Family Enrichment, the close cooperation has become more and more difficult. Therefore in 

2009 a new Steering Committee has been formed that has consisted of the following 4 

couples: 

 Kasia and Krzysztof Astrachancew 

 Sylwia and Piotr Rydzik 

 Kasia and Rafał Waszkiewicz 

 Ania and Janusz Wardak 

Subsequent growth of the Family Enrichment has created a need for decentralizing the whole 

structure and thus at first the regional coordinators have been created in the cities where the 

Family Enrichment courses took place. Then in 2011 the local Steering Committees have been 

formed in many places all around Poland as well as on both sides of Warsaw. In this way the 

Chief Steering Committee has less tasks to do, especially with the local issues, such as course 

organization and promotion. 

 

3.5. Subsequent courses 

After some initial experience and more and more fluency in leading and managing “The First 

Steps”, there appeared a need for introducing other courses in Poland. Again, after the pilot 

courses lead by moderators from abroad, the Family Enrichment has successfully started the 

following courses: 

 The First Letters (2007) 

 Marital Love (2009) 

 The First Decisions (2012) 
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3.6. Family Enrichment all around Poland 

There were people from all over Poland who participated in the first pilot course of the Family 

Enrichment, as advised and requested by Rafael Pich. Soon, the courses started not only in 

Warsaw, but also in other places. Over the time, the local Steering Committees have been 

formed in the towns where a lot of courses took place and took the full responsibility for the 

courses’ development within their area. In some towns, the courses took place on irregular 

basis only. 
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3.7. Family Enrichment in numbers after 10 years 

 4 new countries 

 14 cities 

 57 moderators 

 118 courses 

 1.528 participants 

 

Graph: Number of Family Enrichment courses in time 

 

Graph: Number of couples participating in Family Enrichment courses in time 
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4. System F – the Family Enrichment course 

methodology 

4.1. The case study method 

The “System F” methodology (the name being derived from F for family) has been based on 

the well-known MBA-studies case study method and adapted for the needs of parents 

participating in the family-orientated workshops. The system is based on studying and 

discussing several real-life stories (6 to 8, depending on the course). Each case is studied four 

times: 

1. Individually by each participant 

2. Together with the spouse 

3. In a small group (5-6 couples) 

4. In a larger group (2-3 small groups), under the guidance of a moderator. 

In every case, at first the participants focus on the facts, then find problems revealed in these 

facts and finally seek for the possible solutions to the problems. 

During each subsequent phase, the participants have the opportunity to find new points of view 

for the situation presented in the case and discuss the ways to implement the solutions found 

in their own lives. This approach not only teaches concrete solutions, but also how to talk with 

one’s husband/wife, find the time necessary to discuss education-related family matters, but 

also to relate to other families that have similar tasks in front of them. All this leads to helping 

parents change their families to become better and better.  

Rafael Pich underlined that this system allows for implementing real changes in families. This 

is not just about parents having wider knowledge. Rafael was very sure about the idea that if 

during the courses the families do not change, then it’s just a waste of time and money.  

4.2. The real life cases 

Joan and Charles started a quarrel. They have been married for four years now and have a 

three-year-old son named Simon. Their quarrels have become quite frequent recently and 

usually it is Joan who starts them. As her husband says “she’s quite obsessed wi th the idea 

that we should become an ideal couple”. 
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This is how one of the Family Enrichment cases begins. This story seems to be quite familiar to 

the young couples who are passing from the period of enchantment to the real everyday life. 

The texts of the cases call for reflection. Each person reads them, thinks over and writes down 

his or her own observations. 

During the next meeting they discuss them together. It is this time when they realize how 

different the opinions of a wife/mother and a husband/father are. They work together on a 

common vision – a minimum that they can both agree on. In some circumstances, seeing the 

differences themselves – apparently not possible to overcome – can also be fruitful. Then they 

both come for a meeting with other families and realize that women see the world in another 

way than men do. Sometimes children get to know this quite early and make use of it in a 

cunning way. Bringing the children up means that both parents should have a common 

approach in this area. 

During the course one can discuss small, but important topics: how to teach children to clean 

up their toys, how to introduce them to the daily chores, how to help them fall asleep in their 

own bed, how not to let weaken parents’ authority by the grandparents – Marta Kuca recalls. – 

My husband and I are doctors and we receive constant training. Why shouldn’t we improve in 

this most important role that we play as parents? I am convinced that there are very few 

valuable things that happen spontaneously. 

4.3. The group leaders 

The courses are led mostly by parents themselves – both on the family level and within a small 

group. In each group there must be present a leading couple which is just the same as others, 

but takes care about organization of meetings: setting place and time, ensuring that it does not 

last for too long, and most importantly – that it has a good working atmosphere. 

4.4. The case moderators 

Rafael Pich used to say that a moderator is like a conductor in the orchestra. He does not play 

on an instrument, but he must take due care that all the instruments play in a harmonious way 

and so he manages them. He is not a guru type, even if his experience is experience. Rafael 

underlined that a moderator should be transparent, not concentrating the focus on himself, but 

making people reflect on their lives, so that they leave the meeting full of energy to change 

them and not with awe towards to moderator. “What, if a participant is totally impressed with 

the meeting’s moderator – asked Rafael. – This is the best way not to make him work on 

changing his own life”. 
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4.5. The participants 

The Family Enrichment courses have been created for good families who intend to be very 

good. The courses must be attended by both husband and wife. This is not only in the case of 

“Marital Love” courses, but also in the courses on children education. The father’s presence is 

obligatory and this creates the basis for further success. First, the marital dialogue can exist – it 

is impossible to build family and its culture without it. Discussions on children’s bringing up that 

involve the father make him treat these issues as his own (and not only as the topics  in 

mother’s domain) and this opens a way for a real change in a family. Such an approach goes 

exactly in the opposite direction to the biggest education mistakes, being: overprotective 

mothers and withdrawn fathers. After finishing the course, husbands are more engaged in their 

children. 

Because during the meetings we discuss stories that are based on real-life but at the same 

time they are not personal experiences of the participants, the courses do not change into 

open psychoanalysis meetings, nor do we form a support group or else a therapy group – 

Monika Augustyniak explains. – This allows for men to open more, and one must remember 

that usually they are not willing to talk  about their experience. 

The differences in communication between women and men were very much underlined during 

our course – Michał Maniakowski says – We tend to approach the problems in a completely 

different way, we see other solutions and we talk  about them in different ways. That’s why we 

should talk  more between us and work  on a common vision of actions. The greatest result of 

this course for us was to stop in life, talk  about us and about our children as well as about all 

the things that happen around us. 

A real change in the lives of families, as Rafael Pich used to say, is also noticeable in the 

number of children being born among the participants of the courses. When people around see 

other couples that have more children and are better organized, they discover that it is not only 

possible to have a big family, but also that such a family brings more satisfaction and joy to life. 

The dialogue between mum and dad helps them improve their relationship and the tasks put in 

front of children make them more active. All these lead to better education capabilities and 

stronger family culture and bonds. 
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5. International activities 

5.1. Support for other countries 

As Rafael Pich predicted, the Polish Family Enrichment has started to support other similar 

initiatives in other countries as well as support new and old projects. In 4 countries (Czech 

Republic, Slovakia, Russia and Kazakhstan) regular Family Enrichments courses have been 

started. 
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5.2. Participation in international conferences 

Members of Family Enrichment in Poland have been very active in the international events 

organized by IFFD since the very beginning. These included: 
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5.3. The Pre-A-Tention (Adolescence) Project 

Within the period 2006-2008, the Polish Family Enrichment together with the “Strumienie” 

School as well as other partners from Belgium and Spain took part in the international project 

“Teenagers in focus of parents and teachers (Pre-A-Tention)”, financed by the UE programme 

Socrates-Grundwig. The goal of the project was to strengthen the bonds between various 

Family Enrichment centers and schools as well to create a new course directed towards 

teachers and parents of early teenagers (age 10-15). The ever-active coordinator of the whole 

project, as well as a few other international projects, was Magda Szczepańska-Szewczyk. 
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5.4. The Conference on 20th Anniversary of the UN Year of 

Family 

The first element of celebrations of 10th Anniversary of the Family Enrichment in Poland was a 

conference entitled “Challenges for the Family in the 21st Century” which took place on April 3-

4, 2013 in the Sheraton Hotel in Warsaw. The conference was organized to celebrate the 10 

years of the Family Enrichment as well as 20th Anniversary of the UN International Year of 

Family that comes in 2014. 

The honorary patrons of the conference were: the President of Republic of Poland Mr 

Bronisław Komorowski and the First Lady, Ms Anna Komorowska. During the meeting there 

was proclaimed “The Declaration of the Civic Society on the occasion of 20th Anniversary of 

the UN International Year of Family”. There were many guests, including: NGOs, local 

authorities, family support organizations and expers – both Polish as well as from abroad. 

The list of people who gave their talks included: 

 Ms Renata Kaczmarska – a chief of the UN Family Programme Focal Point on the Family 

 Ms Irena Wóycicka – an Undersecretary of State for social matters at the Presidents ’ Office 

 Mr Ignacio Socias – a Director for International Affairs at IFFD 

The main person responsible for the organization of the conference by the Polish Family 

Enrichment was Mr Radek Kołatek. The detailed information on this conference can be found 

on the following website: www.rokrodziny2014.pl.  

 

http://www.rokrodziny2014.pl/
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6. Other activities 

6.1. Summer School of Family Enrichment 

The idea of Summer School of Family Enrichment (called SLAF) started in 2005 when two 

couples from Szczecin (Adamiec, Lachowicz) met with Anna and Janusz Wardak in B iałogóra 

on the Polish seashore and during a series of workshops and lectures worked on the 

preparation for opening of “The First Steps” course. 

Then there happened two unsuccessful attempts to start regular meetings due to various 

external difficulties. However, finally, there was a year when again two couples have spent one 

week together. Next summer, there came 8 couples, subsequently as many as 25 couples and 

lately there have been more than 30 families, all with many kids they have.  

The typical schedule of the Summer School is the same every year: people spend one week 

together, with entire families at a particular place – Białogóra, located on the Baltic seashore. 

Approximately half of each day is devoted to workshops and lectures on various issues related 

to marital communication, relationships and bringing the children up. The School is open to 

leaders, moderators and coordinators of the Family Enrichment as well as to any persons 

interested in this project. Thanks to the Summer School the participants can get to know each 

other closer and share their experience and zeal with others. For many families this is the 

great time of their lives. 

In recent years there has been a second Summer School open: first in Rabka in the mountains 

and then in Ryn on the lakes. That School has been started by parents associated with 

schools located in the western part of Warsaw area: “Azymut” in Pruszków and “Promienie” in 

Nadarzyn. 
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6.2. Book series „Building Families” 

In 2006 the Family Enrichment has started to cooperate with the Polish publishing house 

“Apostolicum”. The book series „Building Families” is a translation of a popular Spanish series 

on family issue called “Hacer familia”, edited by Palabra publishing. The books are written in a 

easy language and each can be read within a relatively short time period. They focus on 

general education issues as well as on individual stages of children’s growth. 

The following books have already been issued so far: 

1. Fernando Corominas „Education Today” 

2. Eusebio Ferrer Hortet „Discipline and Education” 

3. Blanca Jordán de Urríes „Your Child from 0 to 3” 

4. Manoli Manso, Blanca Jordán de Urríes „Your Child from 4 to 6” 

5. Maria Teresa Galiana, Amparo Gonzales „Your Daughter from 6 to 7” 

6. Blanca Jordán de Urríes „Your Son from 6 to 7” 

7. Teresa Artola Gonzaléz „Typical Problems of Children Aged 6 to 12” 

8. Gerardo Castillo „Your chlild in Adolescence” 

9. Alfonso Aguilô „Bringing up Feelings” 

10.  Juan José Javaloyes „Educate to Love” 

11.  José Luis Aberásturi y Martinez „Bringing up the Conscience” 
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6.3. Presence in media 

From the very beginning the Family Enrichment in Poland has tried to promote the family 

values and good education practices in media. This approach has resulted in numerous 

articles as well as radio and TV programs devoted to the issues on family, marriage and 

educations. The following programs can be mentioned here: 

TV programs: 

 Dzień dobry TVN – Good morning TVN (TVN) 

 Między nami mamami – Between us, mums (TVP 2)  

 Telewizyjny Kurier Warszawski – Local news (TVP 3)  

 Program o kursach Akademii Familijnej – Family Enrichment courses (TVN Warszawa) 

 Między niebem a ziemią – Between heaven and earth (TVP 1) 

Radio programs: 

 Series of programs in Radio Józef 

 Series of programs in Radio Warszawa 

 Many programs in local radio stations 

Articles in the following papers and magazines: 

 Gość Niedzielny (Our Sunday Visitor) 

 Niedziela (Sunday) 

 Różaniec (Rosary) 

 My i dziecko (We and the child) 

Articles on the following Internet sites: 

 www.ndz.pl 

 www.silnarodzina.pl 

 www.wsumie.pl  

 

  

http://www.ndz.pl/
http://www.silnarodzina.pl/
http://www.wsumie.pl/
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6.4.  Sternik – the education project 

The Sternik education project has been created in roughly the same time as the Polish Family 

Enrichment. One nursery and two schools – one for boys and another one for girls – have been 

opened on September 1st, 2004. Thanks to many factors, including the Family Enrichment 

courses, similar education projects have soon been in many towns in Poland: 

Pruszków/Nadarzyn (Warsaw-West), Gdańsk, Szczecin, Poznań, Wrocław, Kraków and 

Katowice. They are all based on similar principles: parents’ initiative, personalized education 

and separate schooling facilities for boys and girls. The cooperation between the Family 

Enrichment and these schools has been tremendously fruitful. 
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7. Ten years in brief 

2003 
 IFFD Seminar in Paris, the first encounter with IFFD (May 2-3) 

 Pilot course „The First Steps” in Warsaw, the beginning of Family Enrichment in Poland 

(October 4) 

 

2004 
 IFFD Congress in New York 

 Training courses for moderators (Barcelona, Brussels, Wien, Warsaw) 

 

2005 
 The first Summer School of Family Enrichment 

 

2006 
 The first book in the „Building families” series  

 The beginning of an international project Pre-A-Tension 

 

2007 
 IFFD Congress in Rome 

 Family Enrichment Conference in Barcelona 

 Pilot course „The First Letters” 

 

2008 
 IFFD Experts’ Conference w Madrid 

 

2009 
 Pilot course „The First Steps” in the Czech Republic for the Czech and Slovak moderators  

 Pilot course „Marital Love” 

 

2010 
 The course for future moderators in Germany 

 IFFD Congress in Valencia 
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2011 
 Pilot course „Marital Love” in the Czech Republic for the Czech and Slovak moderators 

 The first conferences devoted to family-related issues in Kazakhstan 

 Creation of the local Steering Committees 

 

2012 
 „The First Steps” course in Russia 

 „The First Steps” course in Kazakhstan 

 The pilot course on „The First Decisions” 

 

2013 
 The Warsaw conference on 20 years of the UN Family Year proclamation 

 International Congress „Families, it’s Your Time” – 10 years of Family Enrichment in 

Poland 
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Family Enrichment in Poland – contact data 
Stowarzyszenie Akademia Familijna 

ul. Marszałkowska nr 83, lok. 6 

00-683 Warsaw, Poland 

www.akademifamilijna.pl 

akademia@akademiafamilijna.pl 

phone: +48 791 582 705 

 

This report has been prepared by: 

Paweł Zuchniewicz 

Janusz Wardak 
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